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The Tyranny of Oil
In a new book 'The Tyranny Of Oil', US writer Antonia Juhasz outlines the needs of oil companies like Shell; "It wants to
explore for, produce, refine, and sell oil and gas wherever possible without restriction… It does not want to be slowed down
or financially burdened by government bureaucracy, environmental laws, protections for public health or worker safety, or
concerns for human rights."
The people of Erris have learned Shell's rules the hard way. The company has disregarded every attempt by the
community to engage in a dialogue of equals, opting instead to bulldoze their way toward building a refinery and pipeline
in North Mayo. The efforts of the community, through a diverse range of organizations and individuals, has thus far stalled
the project. However all such victories are provisional and the State, in partnership with Shell and with the force of the
Gardai, fully intend to impose the project in its current form.
Shell has a reliable partner in the Irish government, as Green Party Minister Eamon Ryan unapologetically backs the
project in its existing form. Yet the combined power of the State, its security forces, a co-operative media and one of the
most powerful corporations in the world, has failed to bully the people of Erris, who have explained in detail their
opposition to the project to anyone willing to listen over the past nine years. In the few cases where meaningful dialogue
has occurred (oral hearings with the planning board), the community has easily won the battle of ideas over issues of
health, safety and consent.
In mid-August Shell spokesman John Egan told media that the gas project was entering its final phase as the giant pipelaying vessel, the Solitaire, steamed into Broadhaven Bay, to connect the offshore wellhead to the onshore terminal. The
position seemed hopeless as hundreds of Gardai gathered to protect Shell while the arrival of a navy ship added an air of
menace. A week later the Solitaire limped away toward Donegal, due to 'technical difficulties' and 'unseasonable weather'.
Indeed. The main technical difficulty was Pat O'Donnell and his lobster pots, alongside Maura Harrington on hunger strike,
rebels in Kayaks and hundreds of local people determined to prevent the project being forced through local land and pristine beaches.
(continued on page 2)

View of the beautiful area around Glengad beach, showing Shell works in progress.
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It was a year in which Shell revealed once more that it is a neighbour which cannot be trusted, an unwelcome occupying
force in Erris. In September Shell publicly demanded that the Planning Board disallow Kevin Moore from being involved
in the upcoming oral hearings on the pipeline route. Moore presided over the oral hearings in 2002 which resulted in a
damning 400 page indictment of the project.
In November Shell, along with the Irish State, then demanded that the High Court throw out a case in which members of
the community challenged ministerial consents in breach of European law. The Minister and Shell have not provided any
arguments against the justice of the challenge, they had only one argument- that the case was brought outside the legal
time limits.
The year ended with an announcement that a Corrib Forum was to be established, led by Ministers Eamon Ryan and
Eamon O Cuiv. The parameters were laid out by the government –no discussion on alternative refinery sites and no discussion on consents or licenses or permits. In brief, the forum would discuss policing issues and the possibility of funding
community groups in Erris. It should henceforth be known as the AFI (April Fool's Initiative).
The State has once more underestimated the strength of opposition to the Corrib Gas project in its current form, responding only to Shell's needs. This is a recipe for further disaster in the coming year.
Between July and November 2008 the beach at Glengad was turned into a warzone as private security guards patrolled
and filmed, a navy warship arrived and dozens of Gardai set up roadblocks throughout the area in an unsuccessful attempt
to halt popular protest. The Solidarity Camp once more helped to house and advise visitors from around the country and
dispatched Kayaks to harass Shell boats in an unequal but highly effective rebel flotilla. A group of Connemara fishermen
waited for the word to send 60 ships into the Bay in support of Pat O'Donnell.
Meanwhile the alternative refinery site at Glinsk, proposed by local priests as a possible compromise, has been ignored
by Shell and the State. The Glinsk proposal received a powerful endorsement from pipeline safety expert Richard
Kuprewicz, who made a technical visit there in October. Kuprewicz declared that in his view, Glinsk was "a vastly superior location option concerning health, safety, and environmental issues. Serious questions should be raised as to why this
site was not evaluated when identifying site alternatives for possible consideration from the Corrib gas field."
The Kuprewicz announcement has been greeted with total silence by the
government.
The coming year will be extremely challenging for the people of Erris. The
Solitaire (my dictionary defines it as 'a game for one player' or 'an extinct
flightless bird related to the dodo') may well return and the State, mindful
of the widespread opposition, will activate the repressive machinery. John
Egan will purr reassuringly on Pat Kenny. Meanwhile in a San Francisco
courtroom, relatives of Ken Saro Wiwa and the Ogoni Nine, hanged by
the Nigerian government for protesting Shell's destruction of their identity and livelihoods, will sue Shell for their role in the arrest and execution
of the men.

The Price of our Souls:
Gas, Shell and Ireland,
a compelling book on
the Corrib Gas Project,
by Michael McCaughan
is available from Afri.

The €10 million spent on policing Erris would have been better spent on the cervical cancer drug to save the lives of young
women, (cost €10 million), abandoned due to cutbacks. Will it take another wasted €10 million, or the deaths of local people, to force the government to reconsider this doomed project?
-Michael McCaughan

People Under Pressure - Shell 'security' at Glengad beach .

Education for Liberation
Editorial
The related issues of war and resource extraction
are the main themes in this edition of Peacemaker.
For the past number of months the news has been
dominated by the financial crisis, reflected in a credit crunch, illiquidity, cash flow problems and rising
unemployment. The ease with which billions can be
found to prop up banks and financial institutions in
comparison to the inability of Governments to find
resources to tackle hunger and curable diseases is
truly amazing, and speaks volumes about our priorities and real concerns.
In the current climate everything seems to be set for
cutbacks apart from the war industry with current
global military expenditure running at over one
thousand billion dollars annually. The U.S tops the
arms spending league and recently the U.S. Senate
overwhelmingly approved a $612.5 billion defence
spending bill for the fiscal year 2009, including $70
billion for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. These
wars go on and on with no end in sight, and the Irish
Government shamefully continues to facilitate and
enable them through the provision of Shannon airport as a pitstop for war.
In response to the financial crisis at home the Irish
Government has introduced severe cuts in education, health and almost every other area while Irish
military expenditure increases and the Corrib gas
find, estimated to be worth €13 billion, has been
given to Shell as a gift! In addition, as Michael
McCaughan points out in his article in this newsletter, the €10 million spent on policing Erris would
have been better spent on the cervical cancer treatment needed to save the lives of young women and
recently abandoned due to cutbacks.
All of these things speak of skewed priorities, political opportunism and gross mismanagement. A positive outcome from the current upheaval would be a
shift in priorities from warfare to welfare, and from
the giveaway of our natural resources to a situation
where multinationals are forced to pay a fair price
while host countries and local communities truly
benefit.
Joe Murray (Afri Coordinator)
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The Development Education Schools Programme has
begun in earnest again as we continue building awareness
around the issues of Conflict, Resources and
Displacement. In December we will have our first
Development Education day hosted by Belvedere College
in Dublin, which will bring together a partner School from
the North “The Belfast Royal Academy” and Mount Carmel
girls school from Kings Inn Street in Dublin. Once again we
will collaborate with Children in Crossfire and Richard
Moore travels from Derry to give the keynote speech,
before the workshops begin, in film and media training,
drama, art, campaigning strategies, and music and song.
This format is working very well for the young people we
work with and will be repeated in Kildare for midlands
schools in February and again in Derry in March 2009.
Freda Berrigan and Richard Moore will be the main speakers at the Kildare Youth Event, on February 6th which we
hope this year will be run almost entirely by the students
themselves on the day.
Alongside the development education days the great Pete
Mullineaux, drama educator based in Galway, has begun
working with students from St Joseph's Academy boys
school and The Presentation girls Secondary School on a
special dramatic presentation to get its debut at this years
Féile Bríde, on Sunday February 8th . They are embarked
upon an intensive 13 weeks of preparation, briefing themselves on the major issues of our time, from climate
change, peak oil, solar power, and preserving nature down
to the last seed and then they will write their own play for
performance – no mean feat! It is a wonderful thing to see
young people creating their own dramatic piece out of the
myriad of issues that concern us all, and finding their own
unique voice to articulate their concerns, and we are looking forward to it already.
2009 Féile Bríde will celebrate the work of Irish
Seedsavers among other things. We hope to invigorate
local community initiatives that have begun with Fada
(Fuinneamh Ar Duchais Againn – a group attempting to
begin allotments in the county and encouraging local growers), as well as the Transition towns initiative, which has
earmarked Kildare town and is already looking beyond the
Oil Economy. These are exciting times for such endeavours and we hope it encourages young people in particular to see their place and potential in it in the years ahead.
Clare O' Grady Walshe

€243,865
(€136,953)
€106,912

Less Operating Expenditure

(€68,029)

Surplus (deficit)

€38,883

Surplus (deficit) on ordinary activities

€38,883

Accumulated surplus at beginning of year

€57,568

Accumulated surplus at end of year

€96,451

Clare O’Grady Walshe introduces the panel at an ‘education
for liberation’ seminar in Belvedere College

International Treaty to Ban Cluster Munitions Agreed
Barbara Raftery represented Afri at the Dublin Diplomatic Conference on
Cluster Munitions in May, 2008.
“Are you really going to assist them to destroy the eyes and limbs of my children’s
generations? Please don’t disappoint us. If you cannot meet the goal of a strong
treaty, shame on you!” -Youern Sam En, from Kratie, on the Mekong River in
Cambodia
2008 has been a year of wars, disasters and famines in many parts of the world,
yet it will be remembered for a positive development, because of what happened
on 30th May at the Dublin Diplomatic Conference. Here in Dublin 107 States
adopted the Convention on Cluster Munitions - prohibiting in all circumstances the
production, stockpiling, use, and transfer of all cluster munitions, including in international conflicts and conflicts of a non-international nature. It also prohibits
nations or armies from assisting, encouraging or inducing anyone to engage in
any activity prohibited by the Convention. According to the UN Secretary General,
Ban Ki-moon this agreement “brought about a new international standard that will
enhance the protection of civilians, strengthen human rights and improve
prospects for development”
Many countries signed the Convention in Oslo on 3 December 2008, and thereafter at the UN in New York. Signatories must then ratify the Convention (usually
through parliamentary approval), and formally deposit the ratification with the UN.
States cannot make any reservations to the Convention when they ratify or
accede (meaning they cannot formally declare that certain provisions do not apply
to them). It will be an international treaty and a historic achievement that prohibits
the use, production, stockpiling and transfer of cluster munitions and is in accordance with international human rights and international humanitarian law. Cluster
munitions which have caused so much suffering and death in the past decades
are not only morally repugnant but are now considered illegal under international
humanitarian law.
The Irish Government is committed to signing the Conventio, yet prior to this it is
necessary to enact legislation to give effect to the Convention in Irish law. It is for
this reason that on the 24th of October the Cluster Munitions and Anti-Personnel
Mines Bill was published. When it will be passed into law is still unclear.
Will it be like the introduction of laws governing brokering? We are waiting for this
since a commitment was made by the Government in 2006
The Irish Government also has responsibilities when it comes to their investment
policies and this historical event can provide an important impetus to engage in
socially responsible investment.
At the end of May it was announced that the Government was withdrawing
€27million in investments from six international companies which are listed as
being involved in the production of cluster munitions. At the same time we have
invested in every single one of the world’s top 10 arms producers and in 43 of the
top 100. We should seize the opportunity now and set the standard high and disinvest from all companies engaged in the arms trade. It is up to the Government
to include ethical criteria into the working of the fund. If other European countries
can do so, why can’t Ireland?
- Barbara Raftery

Hammered by
the Irish, a book
by Harry Browne
detailing the
Ploughshares
Action to disarm
a U.S warplane
at Shannon
Airport and subsequent trial and
acquittal, is
available from
Afri.
Actors from ‘Fair City’ supported Afri’s Easter Monday
event calling for a strong Treaty to ban Cluster
Munitions and for disinvestment of pension funds in
Arms Companies.

In Brief
Famine Walk
The Annual Famine Walk took place in
Doolough, County Mayo on May 17th. Walk
Leaders Michael McCaughan and Muireann
de Barra were joined by John Rodsted an
Australian journalist who has documented
the impact of landmines and cluster munitions in some of the most war torn regions
of the world. The walk was linked to the
Dublin Diplomatic Conference on Cluster
Munitions which began two days later and
succeeded in negotiating an international
treaty to ban these obscene weapons. The
Famine Walk, which was jointly organised
with Louisburgh Community Project, was
attended by about 300 people.
Féile Bríde
The Féile Bríde Conference took place in a
new venue, the Derby House Hotel, on
January 26th 2008.The Conference was
called ‘Seeing the World in a Different Way’
and featured an impressive line-up of speakers and musicians. Mark Thomas, with
whom Afri had previously worked on ‘The
After School Arms Club’ gave a memorable
performance
entitled
‘The
Comic
Adventures of A Political Activist’. He was
joined by members of ‘The After School
Arms Club’, students from Scoil Chríost Rí
in Portlaoise who with their teacher Sr.
Barbara Raftery had formed the ‘Club’ to
highlight the issue of arms brokering in
Ireland. Their efforts were the subject of an
hour long Dispatches programme which
was screened on Channel 4 in March 2007.
Other speakers were Btruce Kent of the
Movement for the Abolition of War, Richard
Moore from Children in Crossfire, Therese
Osborne and Carol Fox. Students from De
La Salle Secondary School and Presentation
Secondary School in Kildare presented a
memorable drama entitled ‘Calling the
Shots’ under the expert direction of Pete
Mullineaux.
OECD Complaint
In August 2008, Afri working with the
French-based NGO, Sherpa, facilitated a
complaint on behalf of Pobal Chill Chomain
against Shell, Statoil and Marathon Oil
Companies. The complaint stated that these
companies have violated and continue to
violate environmental, health and safety
concerns, by failing “to operate in consideration of relevant international agreements,
principles, objectives and standards”, failing to “collect, evaluate and provide the
public with adequate information on the
potential environmental, health and safety
impacts of the activities of the enterprise”
and failing to “assess, and address in decision-making, the foreseeable environmental, health, and safety-related impacts associated with the processes”.
The companies further breached conditions
regarding the local community, by failing to
comply with Human rights, and failing to
“act in partnership with the local community”. The complaint was lodged with National
Contact Points in Dublin, Amsterdam and
Oslo.
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Littlejohn Nee performs at the Hedge School

Mark Thomas recounts the Comic Adventures of a Political Activist
at the Féile Bríde Conference in January.

Joe Murray with Vincent McGrath, P.J. Moran (Pobal Chill Chomain)
and Eve Tessera (Sherpa) arrive at the offices of the National Contact
Point in Amsterdam to deliver a formal complaint against Shell

Muireann de Barra, Michael McCaughan and John Rodsted lead the
famine Walk at Doolough in May.

Marie-Laure Picoury and Ruby Wallis were among those who helped
plant a hedge in Glengad, at the end of the Hedge School.

Gráinne O Neill, Robbie McVeigh and Michael McCaughan at the
launch of ‘The Price of Our Souls’ in Derry.

Denis Halliday, Ciarán Ó Murchú, Caitriona Ruane and Mark Garavan
at the Hedge School in Glenamoy Community Centre in October.

Michael McCaughan, Fr. Patrick Eyinla (Niger Delta) and Maura
Harrington speaking at the Hedge School in Erris.

Ireland and the ‘War on Terror’, seven years on
Colm Roddy reflects on the ‘war on terror’ and Ireland’s complicity in it.
Seven years after the terrible events of the 11th of
September 2001 the horrors of the US ‘War on terror’
remain with us. Ireland’s supporting role of allowing transit of troops and munitions through our airports also continues. There are, however, chinks of light offering hope
of a reduction in the deaths and destruction.
People everywhere have high hopes that the election of
Barack Obama will improve the US approach to foreign
policy, particularly on climate change. It is truly wonderful to see part of Martin Luther King’s dream fulfilled.
Real change will, however, not come easily; those in the
seats of power in the military-industrial complex will
resist all the way.
The Bush Administration credits the troop surge with the
supposed big improvement in security in Iraq. What is
not clear is whether life has improved for ordinary Iraqis
with relatively little reconstruction and basic services still
behind pre-2003 levels. The agreement on US troop
withdrawal by 2011 has not yet been fully approved.
Colm Roddy, a tireless opponent of the ‘war on terror’.
Barack Obama says that the Iraq invasion was the
wrong war and wants more military concentration on the
escalating war in Afghanistan. He speaks of tracking down Bin Laden and confronting al-Qaeda in Pakistan. So any
improvement in Iraq may mean more horrors for the unfortunate Afghans and Pakistanis.

The signs are, at best, mixed for Palestine, with the Obama election campaign having placated the Israeli lobby by
dropping pro-Palestinian advisers. The President-elects close liaison with the likes of Colin Powell and his wooing of
Hillary Clinton is not encouraging for anyone seeking change.
The recent Irish government promise to approach the incoming US administration on the issue of extraordinary rendition and the checking of aircraft is the first official acknowledgement that there may be a problem with the US use
of Shannon. They will also seek a closure of the Guantanamo camp. For the sake of Green Party credibility they must
also recognise that it is wrong for a supposedly neutral country to allow the transit of huge quantities of munitions
and over one and a half million troops to a war zone. It was ironic to see the Irish government take credit for assisting international agreement on outlawing cluster munitions last May when planeloads of these munitions may be transiting Shannon!
It was Brian Cowen who, as Foreign Affairs Minister, met Colin Powell in October 2001 and effectively gave the Bush
administration the freedom of Irish airports and airspace. Recently, in mid-November, he honoured two top US officials in Government Buildings. These were John Negroponte who presided over murderous policies in Central
America and Iraq and, ironically for the Greens in government, Paula Dobriansky who obstructed agreement at
numerous climate change conferences. The pair are typical of many officials who will not readily embrace change if
inherited by the Obama administration.
Major change in the US use of Shannon is therefore unlikely while Mr. Cowen remains Taoiseach. With Shannon now
set to become the only European airport offering preclearance to US-bound travellers, the arrival of additional US
personnel will further integrate Shannon into the US system.
We must therefore remain watchful and vigilant with the aircraft monitoring at Shannon and the Catholic Worker vigil
at Dublin’s G.P.O. (usually on Mondays, 4-6pm) continuing. Even with Guantanamo closed (hopefully) the ‘black site’
prisons in the Middle-East, North Africa and elsewhere may remain. The likely decrease in US troops transiting
Shannon for Iraq may be offset by increased flights to Afghanistan.
Colm Roddy
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Rose Kelly attended the Afri Hedge School in Erris and
gives her thoughts on an intense experience.
There is an iconic photograph taken in 1995 showing a
Greenpeace inflatable at the base of the Brent Spar in the
North Sea during the battle to prevent Shell dumping this oil
storage facility with its contents in the sea. Shell were doing
this with the backing of the British Government of the day.
The structure no longer served an economic purpose for the
oil company and so, yet again, Mammon was having his
way. In the process, a precedent was being set, not just for
how oil companies and governments treated the sea but
how industry in general would and could view the sea as a
resource and as a dumping ground.
What gives this particular photograph a special significance
among the plethora taken at the time is the beautiful rainbow in the background…formed, if my memory serves me
correctly, when the sun’s rays were deflected and dispersed
by the prism of waters from the water canon aimed at the
inflatable and its sea-faring activists. The significance of the
rainbow to the enduring image is, of course, in that the rainbow is inextricably linked with the seed ethos in
Greenpeace’s formation….the native American legend of
the Warriors of the Rainbow…who, when the earth was
battered and abused and near its end,….would come from
a place beyond the rainbow …and in a spirit of courage and
peace defend and help to heal her. They were the warriors
to come when the battle seemed too great, when all
seemed lost and hope a futile thing. They were the warriors
beyond conventional logic or reasoning, beyond common
means or methodology . Essentially, I suppose they were
the warriors of Hope.
I was reminded of the photograph and of the story in
Rossport recently when I travelled with other‘northerners’down to the AfrI Hedge School in October. Early in the
morning, after a day and a night of heavy rain, the clouds
cleared, the landscape seemed to rise up and shake off its
hazy mantle and suddenly but softly the most beautiful rainbow materialised, straddling like a bridge from sea to bog
and back again. I was literally stopped in my tracks and
found myself aware of being in a sacred place, at a sacred
time, among sacred people.
As in the legend, the earth, again under threat, was in need
and had sent for aid. While of course help had come from
outside this region, the essential aid and energy, the sustaining force, had arisen from this same landscape. Birthed
as it were, from the earth itself. Emerging from, her boggy,
salty womb. A band of warriors had arisen. Warriors of this
place at this time, with an eternal theme which referenced
and connected with the past and held a vision for the future.
They had come in courage and peace to defend and heal.
Such are the people to be found in Rossport. Standing up
against all odds to the united giants of the Irish Government
and the oil companies. Vigiling and witnessing at the locations occupied by these invaders of their landscape.
Becoming prisoners of conscience for withstanding peacefully what they perceive to be a grave risk to the local community and the environment. Fasting in the face of the
greedy consumption of resources by oil companies and
government acting hand in glove. Quietly writing and speak-

ing. Debating with passion and respect. Sustaining with
food and drink. Opening their homes to friends and
strangers who come and go. Negotiating the familiar waters
and running the gauntlet, in small boats, of construction
ships and navy protection vessels occupying what are traditional fishing grounds. Appreciating the solidarity of those
of us who had come for the weekend but quite clearly able
and willing and ready to stand alone with their differences
and common threads. Weaving together the spectrum of
viewpoints and stances. Rejecting no one out of hand. And
so forming their own kind of rainbow from which they, the
present day warriors emerge.
Like the colours in the rainbow, I mean no disrespect to say
that many of the sessions, debates and events of the weekend have blurred and blended into one image and one
experience in my mind and in my heart. If I were however
to pick one happening with which the essence of the conference were to be summed up and best communicated in its
authenticity, it would have to be the very poignant passing
of Peter Galligan on the Saturday night.
I had never met Peter before and had spoken only very
briefly to him that day, both of us admiring a little dog which
had joined the crowds in the community centre and wondering to whom he belonged. I get the impression however that
if that night was the night ordained for his passing from this
world, then the place in which it happened and the community of the conference could not have been more suitably
arranged nor scripted. The energy put into keeping him
here, the gentle dignity with which he was accompanied to
the moment of his departure and the reverence with which
the waking of Peter was immediately entered into by those
present, was a very sad but beautiful thing to behold. A privilege to be part of. In it was the spirit of Rossport and the
ethos of a broader community committed to the way of nonviolent resistance and peaceful solidarity. A humbling experience. An example of real strength and love.
The thing about rainbows is that wherever you might be in
relation to one, you are at once the thing and the being looking beyond to see who and what is there, and the thing and
being beyond for someone looking and wondering at the
rainbow from a different perspective. Like some ethereal
mathematical formula this of course means that we are all
potentially the warriors of the rainbow and indeed, in the
Hopi tradition, ‘We are the ones we’ve been waiting for’.
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Reflections from the hedge.

A picture of the Brent Spar…we couldn’t find the one with the rainbow!

Afri wishes to express sincere sympathy to the family and friends of Pete Galligan, who died in Glenamoy Community Centre on the evening of the hedge
school, having just accompamied Dermot Healy in a memorable performance. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam dílis

Afri’s WATER PROJECT IN EL SALVADOR CHANGES LIVES
David Mártir Guevara, his wife Carmen and their five young children are one of the families who benefited from AfrI’s project
“Access to Clean Water -- a Human Imperative, a Human Right” in the parish of Santa Rosa de Lima, El Salvador, during the
year ending 31 August 2008. They now have a ferrocement rainwater catchment tank that provides 20 litres of water per
person per day during the six-month dry season, and abundant water during the rainy season. In a letter to AfrI, David said,
“When we didn’t have the tank my family and I suffered greatly because of lack of water. We had to walk more than two kilometres to get just a little bit of water and sometimes we had to return home without it because other people got up earlier and
got to the well first. The next day we had to get up even earlier in order to fetch the little bit of water we could get. But now
that we have water we get more rest and have time to do other things. We hope that some day all of you can visit us so that
we can thank you in person. We feel very happy because we have learned a lot in building the tanks”.
At one time I would have thought it incredible that anyone would feel grateful to have 20 litres of water per day for
drinking, cooking, bathing and household use. After all, in Ireland a shower uses approximately 32 litres and a bath as much
as 80 litres. But in my frequent visits to the families in the villages of Quebrada Honda San Sebastián and Los Melgares,
where the rainwater catchment tanks have been built, I have observed that children and adults alike are proud and happy
now that they have access to that precious liquid – water – which one in every six people on earth does without.
It wasn’t a giveaway project, but a long, careful process of capacity building and decision-making. The families
attended many community meetings during which they discussed the causes and results of poverty, including poor health and
poor quality of life. From the beginning, this project aimed at bringing the reality of ordinary people in El Salvador to the attention of ordinary people in Ireland, so that bonds of solidarity would be formed. The visits of Joe Murray and Fr. Brendan Forde
O.F.M. to El Salvador strengthened those bonds and personalised the effort.
Besides the eight families who now have a rainwater catchment tank, many more are now participating in a water
purification campaign which was part of the AfrI project. They are learning to purify their drinking water which comes from
contaminated sources, using SODIS (solar disinfection), boiling or a chlorine solution. Government health promoters are
involved in the campaign, making it more sustainable. It’s interesting to see families marking calendars with smiling or sad
faces drawn in the square for each date to show who in the family has been sick or healthy. These simple devices indicate
that those who are now practising a method of water purification have less frequent bouts of illness.
Sometimes the ecological crisis in the world seems overwhelming; but here is evidence that something can be done
even in a small way to make a difference across the miles. It certainly has made a difference to the people I know in El
Salvador!
–Thérèse Osborne

Water tank under construction.

…getting there

Completed water tank

Some of the people who benefited from the water tanks
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